* 9 Days 8 Nights 8 Rounds Hanoi Golf *
(Slots Package)
Day 1 : Arrival in Hanoi

memorable round.

Day 2 : Hanoi

Upon your arrival at the airport in Hanoi, private transfer to a play your first round
at the unique BRG Legend Hill Golf Resort, the first golf course in Vietnam to be
designed by Jack Nicklaus’ course design company. Located in the vicinity of the
Soc Song Hills, this quality 18-hole layout features interesting twin greens on
every hole, creating and variety of endless combinations for play. Shaped and
contoured alongside mountain slopes and lakes, this course is set up to create a
After golf, proceed to your hotel and check-in for a 8-night stay.

(Breakfast)

Enjoy spectacular views when you play at the King’s Island Golf Resort. One of
the most scenic courses in North Vietnam, the majestic mountain range
providing a stunning backdrop, with views of the idyllic Red River Valley in the
distance. The Lakeside Course covers two islands within the Dong Mo Reservoir.
Water hazards come into play on most of the gently sloping terrain of the
Lakeside Course. The Mountainview course design weaves through the lakes,
with dense tree lines alongside the fairways.

Day 3 : Hanoi

(Breakfast)
Play 18-holes at the Sky Lake Resort & Golf Club, a premier golfing and lifestyle
destination managed by IMG. There are two contrasting 18-hole PGA
championship standard courses. The Sky Course which is open to the public for
play capitalizes on the natural beauty of the landscape with subtle elevations,
with generous fairways and greens. The Lake Course that is a members-only
course weaves its way around the Van Son Lake and was rated the most
challenging course by the Vietnam Golf Association in 2012.

Day 4 : Hanoi

(Breakfast)

Play a round at one of Hanoi’s best-loved courses, the Long Bien Golf Course.
Designed by renowned golf architects Nelson and Haworth, this 18-hole
course runs alongside the Dong Nai River, in the heart of Hanoi. While the
course doesn't play long, the deep fairway bunkers, rows of palm trees and
the streams and lakes that meander through much of the course, create
plenty of excitement.
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Day 5 : Hanoi

(Breakfast)
Play at the charming Chi Linh Star Golf & Country Club, located in a valley
surrounded by hills and lush forests. The course is built around a large natural
lake with several tee shots required to carry water hazards, and some island
greens. The signature par 5 18th Hole is tough playing 600m long with bunkers
to contend with on both left and right of the fairway. This course has
championship pedigree hosting the Carlsberg Vietnam Masters back in 2004.

Day 6 : Hanoi

(Breakfast)

Enjoy a round at the Phoenix Golf Resort, one of Vietnam’s largest golf facilities,
which features 3 courses. The dramatic fairway and green undulations
throughout this limestone forest will take your breath away. Enjoy the
panoramic views of the Phoenix Course designed by renowned Ronald Fream.
The Dragon Course has wider and friendlier fairways, while the Champion
Course is the toughest 18-holes with its severe undulations and narrow fairways,
and a myriad of water hazards that come into play.

Day 7 : Hanoi

(Breakfast)
Play at the stunning Tam Dao Golf Course. Located in the mountains, this
modern resort style golf course weaves through a series of scenic lakes and
streams, while enjoying a cool climate. This is one of the toughest courses in
Hanoi, with elevated and well-guarded greens, tight lies and bunkers galore.
An delightful challenge to play.

Day 8 : Hanoi

(Breakfast)

Cap off your Hanoi golfing escapade with a game at the Hanoi Golf Club.
Located at the base of scenic Ba Vi National Park, the course is strategically
designed over a hectares of stunning rolling hillside terrain. At a lengthy 7,301
yards, this world-class championship golf course is both scenic and challenging
with its undulating fairways and interesting layout.

Day 9 : Departure from Hanoi

(Breakfast)

Free till departure transfer to airport for homebound flight.
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